
  

Stowe

Sleek horizontal banding in hip, urban 
color schemes characterize the Stowe 
family. It’s high style on a budget.

To see the complete collection, visit 
www.seesawsigntools.com/stowe
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OPTIONS
Choose a standard color scheme, or pick 
a custom combination from thousands 
of Benjamin Moore, Matthews Paint, or 
PMS colors.

 
10  Olive

 
20  Rust

 
30  Urban

 
40  Vintage

 
50  Sleek

  
FEATURES  ■ Tactile photopolymer

 ■ Surface painted
 ■ Color graphic accent backer
 ■ Color reveal between panels

  
ABOUT THE DESIGNER:
Brenda Voglewede

The process of accessorizing an architectural space with a beautiful 
sign system is exciting, even now after 20 years. Sometimes flashy 
and whimsical, often times subtle and elegant, signage design has 
to ultimately function: identifying, directing and aiding the flow 
of a visitor’s use of the space. My aspiration is to make that user’s 
signage experience feel effortless.

  
CONSTRUCTION The Stowe sign family includes tactile and non-tactile plaques which are mounted to an 

accent color back panel. Plaque assemblies are mounted flush to architectural surfaces 
with high-strength double sided foam tape, or flag mounted with aluminum brackets. 
Background colors are spray applied to the front surface of all components with a 
durable acrylic polyurethane paint. Non-tactile graphics are reproduced with direct to 
substrate digital printing, and standard tactile graphics and Braille for the Stowe family 
utilize Novacryl photopolymer.

  
TO ORDER Visit www.seesawsigntools.com to use the Stowe sign family on your next project:

■
   Our Agile Sign Process will implement a turnkey sign program quickly and 

economically. 
■   Produce a free 101400 specification for jobs that need to be bid.
■   Or simply contact a member of our network of top-notch architectural signage firms 

and put them to work on your project right away.
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